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Cominco Ltd. 
Exploration Canada 
NTS: 105 G 7-10 April, 1999 

1998 ASSESSMENT REPORT 
TAG PROPERTY (KZK PROJECT), YUKON TERRITORY 

1.0 SUMMARY 

The rocks underlying this part of the southeastem Yukon have been assigned to two terranes: the Yukon Tanana 
Terrane (YlT) and the Slide Mountain Terrane (SMT). Recent geological mapping by Murphy (1997, 1998). Hunt 
and Murphy (1998) and Murphy and Piercey (1998) in the Grass Lakes. Fire Lake and Wolverine Lake areas has 
subdivided the YTT into 7 units and are in general agreement with Cominco versions of the geology in this same 
region. Cominco's ABM VMS Deposit is hosted in a thick accumulation of Unit 3 felsic metavolcanics. Unit 3 
comprises a mixed sequence of felsic metavolcanic schist (meta-tuff) and feldspartquae augened schist (meta- 
porphyry) with lesser calcareous psammite, mafic metavolcanic schists and black, carbonaceous phyllite. 
Mortensen (1983a) reports Lower Mississippian U-Pb ages from these metavolcanics. Units 5-7 have been 
described in the Wolverine Lake area, and comprise a lower unit of intermixed meta-sediments with felsic meta- 
volcanics, a siliceous exhalite associated with barite-magnetite Fe-formation and an upper sequence of mafic 
meta-volcanics. Expatriate/Atnats WolverineILynx VMS Deposit is positioned at the base of Unit 6. These upper 
units are thought to be Mississippian to Pennsylvanian in age. 

The 1996 field program was conducted between eally June and middle September and involved work in 5 areas of the 
property. Work in 2 areas (the nolmeast and southeast palts of the propew) is reported here: 

1 bnec~rting lotal ng 5 6 lkms was completed on 1 gnd in the NE corner of the TAG Property. 
2 Mmor deta~~ed oeoloo~cal maooma was confined lo the 1998 hE TAG Gno area. , .  - 
3. Soil geochemi&y sahpling consisted of: 

108 samples collected on the 1998 NE TAG Grid, and. . 40 samples collected on the Main Grid in the SE corner of the TAG Property. 
4. Recce ground geophysical surveys comprised: 

4.1 lkms of HEMIMAG over the 1998 NE TAG Grid, and' - 2.4 lkms of HLEM over the SE TAG area. 
5. Diamond drilling of 2 DDHs (K98-194 and 195; totaling 194 metres) was completed to test a 

UTEMRILEWAG feature in the SE TAG area. 

Detailed geological mapping on the NE TAG Grid suggest the area to be underlain by a sequence of Unit 5-7 
equivalent, intermixed, generally well bandedmedded, aphyric, siliceous felsic tufflexhalite and minor argillite and 
crystal-rich wackes and aphyric, felsic lapilli tuff with fragments set in an argillaceous matrix. QFP and mafic Row or 
sill units are locally common. This stratigraphy is equivalent to that which is host to the Wokerindynx Deposit and 
the Fisher Zone. Unfortunately, no significant mineralization was noted. 

The 1998 soil sampling returned generally non to weakly anomalous Pb and Zn values (D25 ppm, peak 207, and 
~ 2 0 0 ,  peak 313, respectively) but do appear to correlate with significant Ag (>0.6, peak 9.3 ppm) and locally strong Cu 
(up to 272 ppm) anomalies, along and to the no& of the baseline. Cu values are generally weakly to Strongly 
anomalous p30. up to 381 ppm) and scattered throughout the grid. 

Ground geophysical surveys (HLEMIMAG) identified a very strong wide (~200  m) conducthe zone along the 
southeast flank of a broad magnetic feature. The broad nature of the EM response is not typical of VMS targets, 
however. given the strong conductivityYhickness' of the conductor (-50 S) and favourable stratigraphic position and 
presence of an associated Ag-Cu+Zn soil anomaly, the target cannot be completely discounted. Additional mapping 
and soil geochemistry is warranted, in addition to a line of gravity across the conductor to determine whether the 
source is a broad massive sulphide body or flat lying carbonaceous argillites. 

In the SE TAG area, soil sampling on portions of 5 Main Grid UTEM lines were collected in an area downslope of a 
UTEMMLEMIMAG target to test for soil anomalies associated with this target. The results indicate weak to locally 
strong Cu values ( ~ 2 0  ppm, up to 214 ppm) throughout the area. Weak to strong Zn (>300, up to 1,701 ppm) and Pb 
(225, up to 93 ppm) values ( including the peak Cu value) are found forming a conformable anomaly that appears to 
relate to the geophysical target. 



The recce HLEM further defined the weak EM anomalies identified with earlier UTEM surveys. Only very weak 
conductivity (-1 S) was identified along the south flank of a strong magnetic feature (-200 nT). 

This geophysical target was drill tested by 2, wide spaced DDHs totalling 194 metres. Both holes drilled packages of 
metasediments (argillitelwacke, siltstone. and quartzite) and intercalated mafic metavolcanics (tuff. flow and 
sillldykes) which belong to the thick, hangingwall Sediment-Sill complex, that overlies the ABM-hosting, felsic 
metavolcanic package. Both DDHs encountered intewals of variably faultedlsheared, carbonaceous argillite which 
appear to represent the EM conductors. The MAG anomalies appear to reflect the pyrrhotite content of both the 
mafic metavolcanics and the carbonaceous argillite intervals. No significant mineralization was noted in either 
hole. No further work is warranted for this area. 

2.0 LOCATION AND ACCESS 

The TAG Property (Kudz Ze Kayah Project) is located on the northern flank of the Pelly Mountain range, 135 km south 
of Ross River, Yukon (Figure 1). The area is accessed by the gravel, all-weather Robert Campbell Highway which 
links the towns of Watson Lake and Ross River. The ABM VHMS Deposit is located in the upper end of the Geona 
Creek valley 23 km south of Finlayson Lake and 25 kms west of ExpatriateIAtna's WolverineILynx VHMS Deposit 
(Figure 2). A 24 km long, 4m wide all weather tote road connects the ABM Deposit to the Robert Campbell Highway. 

3.0 PROPERTlES AND OWNERSHIP 

Kudz Ze Kayah Plrojed comprises 1.793 mineral claims encompassing an area of about 37,000 ha (91,000 acres; 
Figure 3). Claims are owned 100% by Cominm and listed as follows: 

TABLE I .  KZK PROJECT TENURE 

NAME UNITS CLAIM NO. DUE DATES 

HOME 1-17 
PLATE 1-25 
LIMY 1-9 
LY 1-15 
EL 1-8 
DOG 1 4  
KZK Fr. 1-29 
TAG 1-30 
TAG 31-387 
TAG 388-397 
TAG 398-461 
TAG 462-488 
TAG 469-516 
TAG 517-557 
TAG 558-560 
TAG 561-562 
TAG 563-576 
TAG 577-632 
TAG 633-636 
TAG 637-640 
TAG 641-656 
TAG 657-71 1 
TAG 712-715 
TAG 716719 
TAG 72&735 
TAG 736786 
TAG 787-792 

April 15.201 1 
April 15.201 1 

April 7,2008 
April 7, 2008 
April 7.2008 

May 15,2003 
April 12.2002 
April 15,201 1 
April 15,2004 
April 7.2004 
April 15,2004 
April 15.2000 
April15.2004 
April 15.2000 
April 15.2004 
April 15.2008 
April 7,2005 
April 7,2004 
April 15.2004 
April 15.2008 
April 7.2005 
April 7, 2004 
April 15.2004 
April 15.2008 
April 7.2005 
April 7,2004 
April 15,2004 
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TAG 793794 2 
TAG 795810 16 
TAG 811456 46 
TAG 857-862 6 
TAG 863-864 2 
TAG 865880 16 
TAG 881-927 47 
TAG 928-935 8 
TAG 936-951 16 
TAG 952-1000 49 
TAG 1001-1016 16 
TAG 1017-1057 41 
TAG 1057-1 114 58 
TAG 1115-1184 70 
TAG 1122-1784 63 
TAG 11851264 80 
TAG 1265-1297 33 
TAG 1297-1304 8 
TAG 13051448 152 
TAG 1449-1543 93 
TAG 15441553 10 
TAG 1554-1559 6 
TAG 15601564 5 
TAG 1565.1621 57 

April 15.2008 
April 7,2005 
April 7,2004 
April 15. 2M)4 
April 15,2008 
April 7.2005 
April 7.2004 
April 7,2004 
April 7,2005 
April 7.2004 
April 7.2005 
April 7,2004 
April 15.2004 
April 15.2000 
April 15.1999 
April 15,2000 
April 15,2001 
April 15.2000 
April 15.2001 
April 15.2000 
April 15, 2M)4 
April 15,2000 
April 15.2(304 
April 15.2000 

Bolded TAG claims have duplicated claim numbers but different tenure numbers 

Of the 1.793 mineral claims, 1.604 of the daims have been capitalized: expenditures on these claims are tracked 
separately and treated accordingly by corporate accounting. Tenure data is tabulated in Appendix 1 

4.0 PREVIOUS WORK 

Cominm's interest in the area was heightened in 1992 when soil and sill geochemical sample results from a Cominco 
reconnaissance program that year confirmed and expanded upon an anomalous silt sample released in the 
Geological Survey of Canada's regional geochemistry silt survey for NTS mapsheet 105G, Open File 1648. 

In 1993, a small follow-up program within the anomalous drainage resulted in the location of a well mineralized, 
layered sulphide cobble by A.B.Mawer. At the same time potential host rocks for the mineralized float were 
recognized. A reconnaissance UTEM geophysical survey was immediately implemented over the projected trace of 
the prospective units where they disappear beneath quaternary cover in the valley floor. This survey identified an EM 
feature representing a possible source for the mineralized float. The first TAG claims were subsequently staked and 
recorded August 20. 1993 to cover the geophysically responsive feature: a Magnetics survey was also canied out 
during staking. Further MagMLEM and soil surveys were completed later that fall and successfully defined a drill 
target. 

The target was drilled in April. 1994. with the first hole completed on April 20 intersecting 22.5 m of sulphide mck in 
two zones. Three additional holes were drilled in April: each intersecting mineralization over significant widths. The 
weighted average grade of sulphides in the discovery hole is 0.5% Cu, 2.8% Pb, 10.0% Zn, 278 gll Ag and 2.9 fl Au. 
The sulphide body was named the ABM zone by Exploration in recognition of A.B.Mawefs contribution towards the 
dismvery and distinguished career with Cominco. 

To the end of 1997, a total of 168 exploration DDHs and 15 metallurgical DDHs have been completed in the 
immediate ABM Deposit area and another 20 DDHs were completed elsewhere on the property. Other deposit related 
work has involved considerable ground and airborne geophysical surveys, detailed geological mapping in the vicinity 
of the deposit, regional and detailed exploration geochemistry and baseline environmental sampling. 



5.0 REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

The rocks underlying this part of the southeastern Yukon have been assigned to two terranes: the Yukon Tanana 
Terrane (Ym and the Slide Mountain Terrane (SMT) (Figure 4) (Mortensen, 1983a; Mortensen and Jilson, 1985). 

Recent geologcal mapping by MLrpny (1997. 1998). HJnt an0 Murphy (1998) an0 Murpny and Piercey (1998) .n 
the Grass -aKes Fire Lace an0 VVo.ver ne Lake areas has subdivided tne YTT into 7 units. 

The lower most unit [Unit 1) comprises a mixed sequence dominated by quartzose psammite and metapelite with 
minor felsic metavolcanic schist, calcareous schistlmetapelite and marble members Felsic metavolcanic members 
locally host minor sulphide (pyzsp-ga-cpy) occurrences. The age of this unit is uncertain, but presumed to be pre- 
Mississippian. This unit would correlate with the pre-Devonian (?) 'lower unif as described by Mortensen (1983a). 

The overlying 6 units, described below, would correlate to the Devono-Mississippian "middle unif as described by 
Mortensen (1983a). 

Unit 2 consists of rnafic metavolcanic schist and phyllites with very minor carbonaceous phyllite, quartzite and rare 
marble. Locally significant meta-gabbro, meta-pyroxenite and meta-ultramafic bodies are present representing 
comagmatic intrusions. Columbia Gold's Fyre Lake Deposit is a significant besshi-type, Cu-Co-Au VMS deposit 
hosted by mafic metavolcanics at the top of Unit 2. 

Unit 3 comprises a mixed sequence of felsic metavolcanic schist (meta-tuff) and feldspar+quartz augened schist 
(meta-porphyry) with lesser calcareous psammite, mafic metavolcanic schists and black, carbonaceous phyllite. 
The thickest accumulation of felsic metavolcanics occurs in the area of Cominco's ABM Deposit. Mortensen 
(1 983a) reports Lower Mississippian U-Pb ages from these metavolcanics. 

Unit 4 consists of grey to black, carbonaceous phyllite and mafic metavolcanic phyllitelschist with minor psammite 
and quartzite which forms a very thick sequence extending north of the ABM Deposit. 

Units 1-4 are intruded by two to three Lower Mississippian, mafic to felsic meta,plutonic suites (Simpson Range 
Suite and granitic to monzonitic, augen orthogneisses). 

Murphy and Piercey (1998) suggests that Units 14 ,  and the intrusive suites mentioned above, have undergone a 
Lower to Middle Mississippian (?I defamation event which resulted in uolift and erosion to produce an 
unconformity, separating this sequence from the overlying Units 5 7 .   his controversial suggestion is based on the 
interpretation of a coarse feldspathic sandstone (containing eroded detrital feldspars) in Unit 5 and the belief that 
Units 1-4 have underaone 2 ohases of deformation while Units 5-7 have been deformed bv onlv 1 ohase of - , , 
deformation. 

Murphy and Piercey (1998) have described Units 5-7 only in the Wolverine Lake area. 

Unit 5 comprises a mixed package of carbonaceous phyllite, with coarse feidspathic sandstone and grits forming 
lower members, and felsic metavolcanic, locally porphyritic, phyllite (meta-tuff) i n t ~ d e d  by locally significant felsic 
quartz-feldspar meta-porphyry 

Unit 6 consists of thinly bedded, pale ooloured siliceous rodrs (exhalite) with associated barite-magnetite Fe- 
formations ana I'gnt cOloured phy lile grading up section into pale siliceous rocks wiln intercalated dark grey to 
blacc pnyllite. ExpatriatelAtna s Wolvennw-ynx VMS Depos 1 is positioned at the base of Unit 6. 

The overlying Unit7 comprises carbonaceous phyliitelargillite, sandstone with minor mafic metavolcanicflows and 
locally developed diamictites containing both mafic and felsic fragments. 

Units 5-7 are thought to be Mississippian to Pennsylvanian in age (Murphy. 1998). Unit 7 is thought to pass 
conformably into a thick sequence of mafic breccias and pillowed and massive maficflows with minor intrusive 
gabbroldiabase and maroon chert and argillite. This sequence is thought to be Pennsylvanian to Permian in age 
(Murphy and Piercey. 1998) and is equivalent to the Campbell Range Belt. Others (Plint, 1994: Mortensen and 
Jilson. 1985; Martensen. 1983a) have described the Campbell Range Belt as the allochthonous SMT. The 
significant question of whether allochthonous SMT exists in this area, or not, requires further work. Mafic volcaniU 
of the Campbell Range Belt are host to a significant mafi~type (Cyprus-type) VMS deposit on Expatriate's ICE 



Yukon Regional Terranes figure 4 



property and to mineralization at the Julia showing on Atna Resources' MONEY properly. 

The YTT stratigraphic sequence appears to reflect stable, continental platformalfshelf sedimentation with 
intervening periods of riffinglextension and mafic to felsic arc volcanism developed within more reduced basinal 
seltings. 

A SLO-horizontal to mwerately sleep north to northeast dlpplng. penetral ve o~cttle deformallon fabnc and locally 
preserve0 ~soc na. fold ng wlth assoclatea rnlddle areenschtsl factes fchlor re-b~otte orade) melamoron srn affects 

- -  ~ 

all YTT rocks, but is particularly well developed in Units 1-4 and less prominent m ~ v i ; ~  upaection into Unit 7. 
These fabrics and metamorphism may reflect 2 phases of deformation; an early Mississippian event and a event 
related to a continent-arc collision during the Late Permian to early Triassic time. 

As mentioned above, others have described the Campbell Range Belt as belonging to the allochthonous, 
Devonian to Permian aged. SMT and is described as a heterogeneous package of mafic to ultramafic plutonic 
rocks, mafic volcanics, massive carbonates and cherts. The SMT is thought to represent a disrupted oceanic and 
volcanic arc assemblage once located between the YTT and the North American craton (Mortensen. 1983a; 
Mortensen and Jilson, 1985). 

Late Triassic (?) immature elastics, comprising micaceous arqillites, siltstones and sandstones. unconformabl~ f?) 
overlie the deformed and metamorphosed YT? rocks. ~hesesediments are often closely associated with ' S M ~  
mafic metavolcanics and are invariably in fault contact with YTT rocks. 

The YTT, 'SMT", late Triassic sediments, and late Triassic to Middle Jurassic plutons are all affected by a peliod of 
Middle Jurassic to late Cretaceous thlust faulting and felsic plutonism, during which the Finlayson Lake FauRZone 
was formed. Thig complex fault zone contains both thrust and steep, transcurrent (?) faults and separates the YTT 
from autochthonous North America (Mortensen, 1983a: Mortensen and Jilson, 1985). Thrust faulting continued 
after the formation of the Finlayson Lake Fault Zone as indicated by the presence of over thrust sheets of SMT 
rocks (Campbell Range Belt) above the fault zone (Plint. 1994). Murphy and Piercey (1998) suggest that the 
Finlayson lake Fault Zone, as described, does not exist. Further mapping, geochemistry and geochronology 
studies are obviously required. 

6.0 1998 FIELD WORK 

The 1998 field program was conducted between early June and middle September and invoked wok in 5 areas of the 
property. Work in 2 areas is reported here. 

1. Lineculfing, totaling 5.6 lkms, was wmpleted on 1 grid in the northeast comer of the TAG Property. 
2. Minor detailed (1:10,000) geological mapping was confined to the 1998 NE TAG Grid area.. 
3. Soil geochemishy sampling. totaling 148 samples, were collected in 2 areas: 

108 samples were collected on the 1998 NE TAG Grid, and. 
40 samples were collected in the southeast TAG area. 

4. Recce ground geophysical suweys comprised 6.5 lkms of HLEM and 4.1 lkms of MAG conducted in 
these 2 areas: 

4.1 lkms of HLEMiMAG was completed over the 1998 NETAG Grid, 
2.4 lkms of HLEM was completed over existing UTEM lines in the SE TAG area. 

5.  Diamond drilling of 2 DDHs (K98-194 and 195: totaling 194 metres) was completed to test a 
UTEMHLEMMG feature in the SE TAG area. 

6.1 NORXHEAST TAG PROPERTY AREA 

Work in the northeastern part of the TAG Property targetted an area of elevated to strong multi-element soil 
geochemistly anomalies located near the properties boundary with Expabiate's ROPE Property. 

6.1.1 LINECUTTING 

A total of 5.6 lkms of linecutting was completed in the northeastern part of the property interpreted to be underlain by 
Wolverindynx equivalent stratigraphy. The grid (400 metre line spacing) was established in order to wntml 
geological mapping and soil geochemistry and to conduct recce ground geophysical surveys. Linecutting was 
performed by Kaska Nomadicof Ross River. Yukon, between July 10-73/98. 



6.1.2 GEOLOGICAL MAPPING AND SOIL GEOCHEMISTRY 

Minor detailed geological mapping was confined to the 1998 grid area to investigate areas identified in 1996 as having 
elevatedlhigh soil geochemistry (Figure 5a). Outcrop exposure is generally poor in the grid area. Mapping suggests 
the grid to be underlain by a sequence of Unit 57 equivalent, interiixed, generally well bandedlbedded, aphyn'c; 
siliceous felsic tufftexhalite and minor araillite and avstal-rich wackes and aohvric. felsic laoilli tuff with fraaments set , . , ~~ - - -  
in an argillaceous matrix. A few outcrop; of QFP were noted in the sequence. ~ h i n ,  fine-grained, massive mafic flow 
or sill units are also locally common. No significant mineralization was noted. 

A total of 108 soils samples were collected on the NE TAG Grid to follow-up anomalous soils collected in 1996 (Figure 
5b). Unfortunately, results on the 1998 cut lines are difficult to correlate due to the line spacing and the uncertain 
correlation to existing soils anomalies caused by an uncertainty concerning the exact location of samples collected in 
prior years. Pb and Zn values are generally non to weakly anomalous (225 ppm, peak 207, and ,200, peak 313, 
respectively) but do appear to correlate with significant Ag p0.6. peak 9.3 ppm) and locally strong Cu (up to 272 ppm) 
anomalies, along and to the north of the baseline. Cu values are generally weakly to strongly anomalous p30, up to 
381 ppm) and scattered throughout the grid. 

All soil and silt samples were analyzed for Cu. Pb, Zn. Ag, As. Cd, Co. Ni, Fe. Mo. Cr. Bi. Sb, V, Sn, W. Sr, Y, La. Mn. 
Mg. Ti, Al, Ca. Na and K by I.C.P. Selected samples are being analysed for Au by Aqua Regia dewmpositionfAAS 
and Ba by XRF at Cominco Exploration Research Laboratov (CERL) in Vancouver. All data is presented in Appendix 
2. 

6.1.3 GROUND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 

In 1998, ground geophysical surveys (4.1 lkms of HEMIMAG) were completed on the NE TAG Grid. Grid location is 
shown on Figure 5a and on all geophysical plots. Data is presented as4 Figures in Appendii 3. 

HLEM and Mag instrumentation, methodology and brief notes on interpretation are found in appropriate 1996 
Assessment Reports and are not repeated here. 

The HLEM survey was carried out using an Apex MaxMin 1-10 system, with a 100 m coil separation. The HLEM 
readings were taken at 25 m intervals along the lines and four frequencies (440. 880, 1760 and 3520 Hz) were 
recorded. The magnetics survey was carred out using GEM GSM-19 magnetometers. A base station was established 
at the KZK camp and the total field magnetic readings were corrected for diurnal variations. The base and field 
magnetometers were synchronized to record simultaneously, eliminating inaccuracies due to interpolation between 
base readings. Total field magnetic readings were taken at 12.5 m intervals along the grid lines. 

The geophysical surveys completed on the NE TAG grid were carried out in a reconnaissance fashion, with a 400 rn 
line spacing. Several mnductors were detected within the grid area, though the most notable occurs in the 
northwestern portion of the grid. This is a very broad conductor that extends off the northern limit of the grid. The 
conductor is wide, having a width of greater than 200 m on L400E, and a width of over 400 m on LOO, and is probably 
made up of several narrower conductive holizons. The zone is very condudive with conductivi'thicknesses of 
greater than 50.5 and depths to top of about 25 m. The conductor is directly related to a broad magnetic feature with 
magnetic signatures of greater than 50 nT above background. The direct association of conductor to magnetics is 
most evident on the low frequency (440 Hz). This conductor is coincident with Ag-Cum soil anomaly mentioned 
above. Several other weaker aonductors were identified but are only apparent in the high frequencies, and have 
conductiviithicknesses of only 1 S, and most tend to be assodated with magnetic lows. 

The broad conductor in the northwestern portion of the grid is interesting, though the broad nature of the conductor is 
not typical of a VMS target. Wth the relatively shallow depths to the top of the conductor, a better geochem signature 
might be expected if a significant sulphide body was present. A gravity test line would be worthwhile, since, with the 
shallow depths involved, a gravity signature would be evident if the source were a significant massive sulphide 
deposit. 



6.2 SOUTHEAST TAG PROPERN AREA 

6.2.1 SOIL GEOCHEMISTRY 

Soil sampling, totaling 40 samples, was completed on portions of 5 Main Grid UTEM lines, in an area downslope of the 
UTEMIHLEMIMAG target to test for soil anomalies associated with this target (Figure 6). The results indicate weak to 
locally strong Cu values (>20 ppm. up to 214 ppm) throughout the area. weak to strong Zn (2300. up to 1,701 ppm) 
and Pb (~25 ,  up to 93 ppm) values (including the peak Cu value) are found forming a conformable anomaly that 
appears to relate to the geophysical target. 

6.2.2 GROUND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS (HLEM) 

The geophysical surveys completed in the SE TAG area were canied out using the same instrumentation as the EM 
survey on the NE TAG Grid. 

Four lines of HLEM, totalling 2.4 lkrns, were carried out along existing cut UTEM lines to detail an A E W E M  
conductor in an area in the southeastern portion of the TAG claim block. . The grid lines surveyed are shown on 
Figure 6 and on all geophysical plots. Data is presented as 4 Figures in Appendix 3. 

Results ofthis survey indicate the presence of a NW-SSE-trending conductive horizon extending over the eastern 
three lines surveyed (Appendix. This conductor intersects the survey lines at an oblique angle and has a true width of 
less than 10 m. The conductor has low conductance. (conductivityYhicknesses = 1s) and a shallow depth to top of 
about 10 m. This conductor occurs southwest of, and subparallels, a magnetic feature which has a magnetic relief of 
about 200 nT above background. The weak and variable HLEM responses do not provide a reliable indication of the 
attitude of the conductor, however, the local geology dips quite consistently to the north and was considered a fairly 
reliable indication of dip. Although the wnductor is of lav conductivity and does not have a direct magnetic 
correlation, the presence of spotty anomalous soil geochemistly suggested a potential target. As a result 2 DDHs 
were spotted to test the mnductor.. 

6.2.3 DIAMOND DRILLING 

In 1998, 2 DDHs (K98-I94 and 195; Table 2), totaling 193.8 metres, were completed. Drill hole locations are shown 
on all geologylgeochemistry maps. Drill hole logs and runs and recoveries are in Appendix 4. Drill hole cross 
sections are shown on Figures 7 and 8. 

All drilling was conducted by DJ Drilling Ltd, of Surrey, B.C. Drill core for all holes are stored at the KZK camp core 
facility. 

TABLE 2. 1998 DRILL HOLE SUMMARY OF SE TAG AREA 

Diamond drilling of these 2 holes took place between August 22-25/99. 

Both holes were drilled to test a strong linear MAG trend with assodated UTEM responses in an unexposed area 
with spotty soil geochemistry support. This MAGEM trend was thought to possibly be the extension of the GP4F 
Zone. 

HOLE 
LENGTH (rn) 

95 7 

98.1 

Boln holes dr~lled packages of fine to med -rn-gra~ned metaseolments (argill teiwacke, s~.tstone, and q ~ a *  te) an0 
lnterca ate0 mafc metavocanlcs h f l  flow and s IUov%esl whch oelona to tne tn~ck Sediment-S II com~lex whlch 

HOLE # 

K98-194 

K98-195 

~ ~ - ~ -  ~- -~ ~~ ~~ . , . 
overlies the ore-hosting, felsic metavolcanic package. Both holes encountered intervals of variably faulted1 
sheared, carbonaceous argillite (61.1-86.9 metres in K98-194 and 51.3-71.2 metres and 76.7-84.0 metres in K98- 

COLLAR 
DIP 
-60 

-60 

PROPERN, 
GRID 

TAG -NE of 
GP4F 

TAG -NE of 
GP4F 

GRID 
COORD 
10+350E 
4+640N 
10+550E 
4+425N 

UTM 
COORD (NAD27) 

420429E 
6814445N 
420633E 

6814229N 

COLLAR 
AZIMUTH 

180 

180 



195) which appear to represent the EM conductors The MAG anomalies appear to reflect the pyrrhotite content of 
both the mafic metavolcanics (2.3% pyrrhotite typically) and the carbonaceous argillite intervals which typically 
contain trace-8% fine disseminated and fracturelvein pyrrhotite throughout. No significant mineralization was 
noted in either hole. 

7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Detailed geological mapping on the NE TAG Grid suggest the area to be underlain by a sequence of Unit 5-7 
equivalent intermixed, generally well bandedlbedded, aphyric, siliceous felsic tufflexhalite and minor argillite and 
crystal-rich wackes and aphyric, felsic lapilli luff with fragments set in an argillaceous matrix. QFP and mafic flow or 
sill units are locally common. This stratigraphy is equivalent to that which is host to the WolverineILynx Deposit and 
the Fisher Zone. Unfoltunately, no significant mineralization was noted. 

The 1998 soil sampling returned generally non to weakly anomalous Pb and Zn values (>25 ppm. peak 207. and 
>ZOO, peak 313, respectively) but do appear to currelate with significant Ag p0.6, peak 9.3 ppm) and locally strong Cu 
(up to 272 ppm) anomalies, along and to the north of the baseline. Cu values are generally weakly to strongly 
anomalous (>30, up to 381 ppm) and scattered throughout the grid. 

Ground geophysical surveys (HLEM/MAG) identified a very strong wide (>ZOO m) conduclive zone along the 
southeast flank of a broad magnetic feature. The broad nature of the EM response is not typical of VMS targets. 
however, given the strong conductivity'thickness' of the conductor and favourable stratigraphic position and presenoe 
of a good Ag-Cusn soil anomaly, the target cannot be completely dismunted. Additional mapping and soil 
geochemistv is warranted in addition to a line of gravity across the conductor to determine whether the source is a 
broad massive sulphide body or flat lying carbonaceous argillites. 

In the SE TAG area, soil sampling on portions of 5 Main Grid UTEM lines were collected in an area downslope of a 
UTEMMLEMIMAG target to test for soil anomalies associated with this target. The results indicate weak to locally 
strong Cu values (>20 ppm, up to 214 ppm) throughout the area. Weak to strong Zn (>3[X), up to 1.701 ppm) and Pb 
p25, up to 93 ppm) values ( including the peak Cu value) are found forming a conformable anomaly that appears to 
relate to the geophysical target. 

The recce HLEM further defined the weak EM anomalies identified with earlier UTEM surveys. Only very weak 
conductivity was identified along the south flank of a strong magnetic feature. 

Tn s geopnys cal target was dnl~ rested by 2 w de spacw DDHs tota lmg 194 metres Both hoes dnlled pacKages of 
merasedlments lara litehuactce, s~ltstone and a~amite) and intercalated mafic rnetavolcan~cs Mf. flow and 
silUdykes) whichbelong to the thick, hangingwall sediment-sill complex. that overlies the ABM-hosting, felsic 
rnetavolcanic package. Both DDHs encountered intervals of varlably faultedfsheared, carbonaceous argillite which 
appear to represent the EM conductors. The MAG anomalies appear to reflect the pyrrhotite content of both the 
mafic rnetavolcanics and the carbonaceous argillite intervals. No s~gnificant mineralization was noted in either 
hole. No further work is warranted for this area. 

Report by: & P. A. MacRobbie 

Project Geologist Senior Geologist ' 
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General Manager. Canadian Exploration 
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